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fokus på dine krav 
og branchens udvikling

Vi holder øje med dine fi lterkomponenter gennem hele 
livscyklussen og har konstant fokus på kundekrav 
og markedsudvikling gennem TÜV vertifi cerede 
laboratoriefaciliteter.

når det haster 
er vi fl eksible

KonfAir er den rette leverandør, når det skal gå stærkt. 
Vi kan levere fra dag til dag eller fra time til time, og vi har 
nøje udvalgt de bedste transportløsninger, der garanterer 
at dine varer kommer frem til aftalt tid, lokalt som inter-
nationalt. KonfAir følger din ordre nøje fra registrering til 
levering.

dokumenteret kvalitet
for din skyld

KonfAir udvikler og producerer ud fra ISO 9001 standarden 
på egne fabrikker i Danmark og Litauen, derfor har vores 
produkter et højt kvalitetsniveau til konkurrencedygtige 
priser.  Vi kender EU’s gældende miljølovgivning, og ved 
hvor information kan søges. KonfAir garanterer produkter, 
der overholder, såvel de fysiske samt lovmæssige 
egenskaber - Og det kan vi dokumentere!

ansvarlighed 
nu og i fremtiden

Det ansvar, vi føler for vores kunder og leverandører, 
skinner igennem hele vores virksomhedskultur. For 
eksempel er det ikke alene vigtigt for os, at vores 
personale trives i et sundt og godt arbejds-miljø. 
Vi føler også en global ansvarlighed. Derfor har vi 
valgt at støtte nogle af de hjælpeorganisationer, 
som arbejder for en god sag.

KonfAir producerer og leverer 
energi optimerede fi lterkomponen-
ter efter dine behov. Vi har, gennem 
mere end 35 år, oparbejdet et solidt 
fundament af erfaring.
Øje for udvikling, respekt for dead-
lines og med produktionsanlæg i 
både Danmark og Litauen gør os til 
en meget fl eksibel og professionel 
leverandør og sparringspartner på 
internationalt niveau.

Ren luft - sund fornuftLarge filter area 
Great advantages

KonfAir produces and delivers 
cartridge filters that meet 
most customer needs. A keen 
eye for development, respect 
for deadlines and production 
facility in Denmark, makes 
us a flexible and professional 
supplier and business partner 
at an international level.
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Cartridge filters

”

”

Large filter area - Great advantages
With its large filter area at a relative small space, the cartridge 
filters are often the best choice for filtration of large air volume 
polluted with industrial smoke or dust.

With a base of standard products, KonfAir is able to deliver the 
correct filter solution based on the industrial process and the 
environmental and operation costs..

With our own production and short delivery times, KonfAir is also 
able to supply custom solutions for the customer. 

”the correct quality - for the correct filterhouseing - 
 at the correct time”. 

With 6 filter types and many 
variation possibilities, KonfAir has a 
vide standard program that covers 
most costumer needs

Filter Types

JET Cartridge filter KAF (Casted ALU Cap)
JET Cartridge filter KPF (Environmental filter)
Cartridge filter KDO (Open end caps)
Cartridge filter KDC (Closed bottom cap)
Cartridge filter KGF (threaded cap)
Cartridge filter KSF (molded top and bottom)

Filter media

135 g 88/12 cellulose/polyester blend with nano 
fibers
140 g 80/20 cellulose/polyester blend flame 
retardent
260 g Polyester
260 g Polyester with alucoating
260 g Polyester hydrophobic treated
260 g Polyester PTFE Membrane
260 g Polyester ALU + PTFE Membrane

The cartrige filters are available in diamaters 
from 120 – 352 mm and in lenghts of up to 2000 
mm
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Description of product code

Easy code for a quick overview
Cartridge filters from KonfAir are described by a code that 
makes it easy for both the customer and KonfAir.

The code secures that all parts agree that it is the correct 
cartridge filter is discussed. This means that the customer will 
receive the correct cartridge filter – every time.

The code and its description can be seen below:

KDC - 325 - 800 - P260 - 140
Filter type

Outer diameter of 
the filter

Length of the 
filter Filter media

Number of 
pleats

The first information in the code is the filter type. 
KonfAir have six available filter types that will be 
described on the following pages.

Then the code will state the outer diameter of 
the filter. The outer diameter is measured on the 
filtration media including the bands or outer wire 
mesh. The outer diameter is not always the same as 
the outer diameter of the topcap.

The third information is the length of the filter. The 
length is measured from the top to the bottom, 
without gaskets. The tolerance for the length is +/- 
5 mm.

The next information is the filter media. KonfAir 
can supply 7 different types of media. These will be 
described on the following pages.

The last information is the number of pleats. This 
information secures that there is the correct filter 
area in the cartridge filter.

On the left is a an example of a cartridge filter with 
the code: KDC-325-800-P260-140

Outer diameter = 325
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Filter media = P260

Number of pleats = 140

Length
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Possibilities

Top caps

Plastic End cap Molded Threaded

Gaskets

Flat

Plastic

Metal

Stainless

Inner cores

P260-PET
BIA+FDA

P260-Alu
BIA

P260-M
BIA+FDA

P260 Ho
BIA+FDA

P260-Alu+M
BIA

C135-Nano
BIA

C140 Fr
BIA

Outside

Filter media

Bands Metal

Bottum cap

Plastic End cap Molded Threaded

Triangle

Alu

Stainless

Square
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Available filtration media

P260-Ho 

260 g polyester media with hydrophobic treatment

BIA class: M
FDA certificate 

P260-Membrane

260 g polyester media with PTFE membrane

BIA class: M
FDA certificate

P260-Alu 

260 g polyester media with alucoated treatment

BIA class: M

P260-PET 

260 g polyester media

BIA class: M 
FDA certificate 
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Available filtration media

P260-Alu + Membrane 

260 g Polyester media with alucoated treatment and 
PTFE membrane

BIA class: M 

C135-Nano 

135 g medie consistant of 88 % cellulose and  
12 % polyester  

C140-Fr 

140 g medie consistant of 80 % cellulose and  
20 % polyester
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Cartridge filter - KAF

JET Cartridge filter KAF
JET Cartridge filter with a top cap in cast aluminum. The top 
cap is fitted with hooks that lock the cartridge filter to the 
filter house when mounted. The hooks make the cartridge filter 
easy to mount and secure a tight seal. Since the gasket can be 
mounted both on the top of the top cap and on the bottom of 
the top cap, the cartridge filter can both be top loaded and bot-
tom loaded in the filter house.

The KAF filters are available in standard sizes with an outer 
diameter from 156 mm up to 350 mm.

On some sizes it is possible to ad venturi nozzles to the top cap. 
The venturi nozzles will make it easier to clean the cartridge 
filters during operation.

Dimensions

Outer Ø 
(mm)

Inner Ø 
(mm)

Outer 
Ø cap 
(mm)

Num-
ber of 
hooks

Venturi 
nozzels 
possible

156 94 188 3 No

225 150 246 3 Yes

225 150 246 4 No

325 216 340 3 Yes

325 216 371 3 Yes
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Cartridge filter - KPF

JET Cartridge filter KPF
The KPF filter type is KonfAir’s environmental friendly filter. The 
KPF cartridge filter contains no metal parts, instead the inner 
net and end caps are produced in plastic. Because all the parts 
of the KPF cartridge filter are flammable it is easy to dispose of 
the filter after it has been used. Unlike other types of cartridge 
filters that contain metal parts that need to be removed before 
disposing, the KPF cartridge filter can be disposed as flam-
mable material directly after use. The ease of disposal and the 
fact that there are no metal parts in the filter, makes the KPF an 
environmental friendly filter.

The top cap is fitted with hooks that lock the car-
tridge filter to the filter house when mounted. The 
hooks make the cartridge filter easy to mount and 
secure a tight seal. Since the gasket can be mount-
ed both on the top of the top cap and on the bottom 
of the top cap, the cartridge filter can both be top 
loaded and bottom loaded in the filter house.

Dimensioner

Outer Ø 
(mm)

Inner Ø 
(mm)

Outer 
Ø cap 
(mm)

num-
ber of 
hooks

Venturi 
nozzles 
posible

145 85 165 3 No

225 155 245 3 No

225 155 245 3 Yes
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Cartridge filter - KDO

Cartridge filter KDO
KDO cartridge filters from KonfAir are cartridge filters with 
round, standard metal end caps. The cartridge filters are avail-
able in different sizes that follow the industry standards. The 
filter is produces with an inner tube in metal wire mesh and on 
the outside it is possible to have either a supporting band or 
wire mesh.

The KDO cartridge filters have open end caps on both ends in 
order for it to be mounted in filter houses where this is required. 
Gaskets can be placed on both the top and the bottom end cap 
and is available in both a triangle and a square shape.

Dimensions

Outer Ø 
(mm)

Inner Ø 
(mm)

155 85

205 90

216 143

305 190

325 216

351 241

As mentioned above the cartridge filter can be fitted 
with an outside supporting wire mesh. If this option 
is chosen, the cartridge filter can have a max length 
of 1200 mm. If a cartridge filter of more than 1200 
mm is needed it is possible to mount two KDO car-
tridge filters together.

Outer Ø

Inner Ø

Le
ng

ht
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Cartridge filter - KDC

Cartridge filter KDC
KDC cartridge filters from KonfAir are cartridge filters with 
round, standard metal end caps. The cartridge filters are avail-
able in different sizes that follow the industry standards. The 
filter is produces with an inner tube in metal wire mesh and on 
the outside it is possible to have either a supporting band or 
wire mesh.

The KDO cartridge filters have an open end cap on top and a 
closed end cap on the bottom in order for it to be mounted in 
filter houses where this is required. Gaskets can be placed on 
both the top and the bottom end cap and is available in both a 
triangle and a square shape. 

Dimensions

Outer Ø 
(mm)

Inner Ø 
(mm)

155 85

205 90

216 143

305 190

325 216

351 241

As mentioned above the cartridge filter can be fit-
ted with an outside supporting wire mesh. If this 
option is chosen, the cartridge filter can have a max 
length of 1200 mm. If a cartridge filter of more than 
1200 mm is needed it is possible to mount a KDO 
cartridge filter on top of the KDC filter to reach the 
needed length.

Outer Ø

Inner Ø
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Cartridge filter - KGF

Cartridge filter KGF
Cartridge filters from KonfAir with the KGF name are cartridge 
filters with a threaded end cap. The threaded end cap make 
the KGF cartridge filter very easy to mount in filter houses that 
has the corresponding threaded mounting part.  The top cap is 
available in sizes that matches the standard threading of the 
industry.

To make the mounting as easy and as tight as possible the bot-
tom cap is made with a feature with the shape of a six sided nut. 
This nut feature makes it possible to tighten the cartridge filter 
with standard tools and together with a correct sized gasket 
this secures a tight mount every time. 

Dimensions

Outer Ø 
(mm)

Inner Ø 
(mm)

115 65

120 70

Inner Ø
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n
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Cartridge filter - KSF

Cartridge filter KSF
KSF cartridge filters from KonfAir are cartridge filters with 
casted ends in both the top and bottom of the cartridge filter. 
The ends will be casted in polyurethane (PUR). Because Kon-
fAir are producing the cartridge filters, the ends can be made 
to meet the customers’ requirements. If special designs are 
required, molds can be made that will allow the production of 
these designs. 
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Process Overview - Guidance

Process Air to filter ratio (m3/m2/h) Filter media

Dust
Asbestos 30-48 P260 - Alu
Calcium sulphate 48-60 P260 - Membrane
Cement 48-60 P260
Calcite 30-37 P260 / P260-Ho
Carbon 48-60 P260 - Alu
Graphite 30-36 P260 - Alu
Paper 50-60 P260 - Alu

Grinding dust
Brass 48-60 P260 - Membrane
Cast iron 60-72 P260 - Membrane
Stainless steel 48-60 P260 - Membrane
Aluminium 30-48 P260 - Alu + Membrane
Iron/Metal 48-60 P260 - Membrane
Plastic 66-78 P260 - Alu
Wood 60-72 P260 - Membrane

Shot blasting (Dust)
Stainless steel 54-66 P260
Iron/Metal 48-60 P260
Stone 66-78 P260
Ceramics 72-90 P260
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Process Air to filter ratio (m3/m2/h) Filter media

Laser-/plasma-/ 
flame cutting 
Laser cutting 30-36 P260 - Alu + Membrane
Plasma cutting 36-48 P260 - Alu + Membrane
Flame cutting 36-48 P260 - Membrane
Plasma cutting (plexiglas) 24-30 P260 - Membrane

welding fumes/grinding dust
dry welding fumes 30-36 P260 / C140 - Fr
Greasy/oily welding fumes 36-48 P260 - Ho / C135 Nano
50 % welding + 50 % grinding 
(dry)

48-60 P260 / P260 - Alu

50 % Welding + 50 % Grinding 
(Greasy/oily)

36-48 P260 - Ho

Surface treatment
Powder coating 30-42 P260 - Alu
Sand blasting 36-48 P260 / P260 - Alu

Process Overview - Guidance - Continued
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PA NELS

LE A K DE T EC TION

focus on requirements
and development

We keep an eye on your fi lter components throughout 
their life cycle and constantly focus on customer 
requirements and market developments in TÜV-
certifi ed laboratory facilities.

when it’s urgent 

KonfAir is the right supplier when things need to be done 
fast. We are able to deliver from day to day or from hour 
to hour and we have carefully selected the best transport 
solutions that guarantee that your goods reach you as 
agreed – locally as well as internationally. KonfAir tracks 
your order carefully from registration to delivery.

documented quality

KonfAir develops and manufactures its products in 
accordance with the ISO 9001 standard in its own 
factories in Denmark and Lithuania. This means that our 
high-quality products are sold at very competitive prices. 
We are always abreast of the latest EU legislation and 
we know where to fi nd any specifi c information you may 
require. KonfAir guarantees products that comply with 
both physical and regulatory requirements – and we can 
document our guarantees!

responsibility 

The responsibility we feel towards our customers and 
suppliers permeates our company culture. For example, 
it is not only important to us that our staff  should thrive 
in a healthy and safe working environment. We also feel 
a global responsibility. This is why we have chosen to 
support aid organisations working for good causes.

KonfAir produces and supplies 
energy optimised fi lter components 
to your specifi cations. For more 
than 35 years we have built up solid 
experience. With our mind set on 
development opportunities, respect
for deadlines and with produc-
tion plants in both Denmark and 
Lithuania, we are a very fl exible and 
professional business partner and 
supplier at international level.

Clean air - common sense


